
 
 

MONROE COUNTY CONTROL CENTER - COUNTY FIRE CHIEF’S  
SPECIAL PRE-DESIGNATED DISPATCHING COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
Monday May 18, 2015– Starting Time 19:00hrs 

Location: 2nd Floor Meeting Room 
Monroe County Public Safety Center 

 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
 

-ATTENDANCE- 
 

Committee Members: 
Dan Luddeni, Chief FS 32 
Billy Tippet, Chief FS 35 

Leon Clapper, Chief FS 23 
Troy Counterman, Chief FS 41 

John McKeever, Chief FS 43 
Charlie Frantz, Ass’t Chief FS 38 

Mike Shay, Chief FS 34 
George Henning, Deputy Chief FS 42 

Bruce Henry, MC EMA 
Maryellen Keegan, MC EMA 

 
Staff:  

Gary A. Hoffman, Director of Communications 
Jeff Strunk, Deputy Communications Director  
Shawn Datesman, 911 Operations Supervisor 

Troy Sebring, Dispatcher-IDT Member 
Jeffrey Piccirillo, Shift Supervisor-IDT Member 

Brian Stankovich, Shift Supervisor-IDT Member 
 

Absent: 
Bill Edmondson, MCFA President-Absent (Called) 

Brian Wallie, Chief FS 21-Absent 
Alex Dipaolo, Chief FS 24-Absent 
Byron Witt, Chief FS 42-Absent 

George Tallmadge, Chief FS 33-Absent 
Grover Cleveland, Chief FS 22-Absent (Called) 

 
 

Meeting Called To Order:   
Hoffman called the meeting to order at 19:01hrs.  
 
Directors Report: 
Hoffman began the meeting by indicating that he was notified earlier that MCFA President 
Bill Edmondson was unable to attend due to work, and that Chief Grover Cleveland was also 
unable to attend. Hoffman introduced the MCCC Staff/CAD Committee members to the 
group. These members are the ones that created the presentation and concept.  
    
Power Point Presentation:   

• Brian Stankovich began the presentation titled “Pre-Designated Dispatching”. He 
explained the project overview, specifically how the dispatcher’s dispatch fire calls 
today and what is being proposed with the project.  



   
 

• He described and explained that today there are only three (3) fire call codes: F1, F2 
and F3. Beyond that there are no provisions for breaking down calls for statistical 
purposes. He also reported on how the dispatchers keep status on the first officer 
that responds, arrives and clears the scene.  

 
• He also noted that currently the dispatchers do not track apparatus. Current 

dispatch response information is outdated and has very little information.  
 

• Stankovich and Jeff Piccirillo explained how the “Pre-Designated Dispatch” project 
will assist the Fire Depts. by having a standardized dispatch type for multiple call 
types.  
 

• Each fire department will create their own specific cards for their “response area” 
as well as for any specific “response locations” picking and choosing what 
equipment and/or apparatus they want on a 1st, 2nd, 3rd and up to and including a 5th 
alarm assignment.  
 

• There will be no cost to the Fire Departments to develop and follow through with 
this initiative if the committee elects to do so.  
 

• Hoffman noted that there is a provision for a department if they would elect to “opt 
out” however they would still be required to review their response area and to 
develop the information for a 1st alarm assignment/dispatch. The data we have is 
outdated and needs to be revisited. In addition, departments will still be required to 
complete the apparatus survey even if they elect to “opt out”. 
 

• The project will allow for knowledge of specialized equipment in the County if so 
needed and/or requested.  

 
Local Alarms: Local Alarms by definition are held primarily to the Home/Primary 
Department. Run assignments must have at least one (1) apparatus or station assigned for a 
dispatch. Additional equipment can be added for second alarms.  
 
Note: There does need to be 2nd, 3rd, and 4th alarms etc. added in the event of a 
department being out of service or committed on another call. These additional alarm 
assignments are needed for the “auto fill” to work correctly and be effective.  
 
Commercial Alarms:  
Commercial Alarms will be designed for large scale incidents requiring additional 
resources.  
 
These can be held to have only the home department respond or with additional resources. 
It shall be the department’s decision. 
 
There is the ability to create a specific pre-designated response/dispatch for individual 
structures, i.e. a specific building/location/facility.  
 
General Reporting Districts:  
This, as it’s known today, would be a fire departments entire municipally designated 
“primary dispatch area”.  
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Individual Reporting Districts:  
This, if a department elects to do so, may create a specific or individual reporting district, 
within their general reporting districts, which allows them to “pre-plan”  and surgically 
design  specific responses for individual facilities; Schools, businesses, Nursing facilities, 
commercial facilities etc. based upon their needs. 
 
Local Alarm Call Codes:  
These, not to be confused with “Reporting Districts”, are basically nothing more than the 
type of calls that departments will be dispatched to. Calls now classified as F1, F2 and F3 
will be broken down for specific call type details. These will allow us to develop reports 
providing more exact call statistic reporting.  
 

BOMB  Any type of threat, device located, or detonation   
 called into the center 

MVA                 Motor vehicle accident with injuries 
MVAE   Motor vehicle accident with Entrapment 
MVAF   Motor vehicle accident with Fire 
MVAM    Motor vehicle accident involving an  ATV/Motorcycle 
MVAP   Motor vehicle accident involving a pedestrian 
BRUSH   Brush or woods fire 
DUMPSTER  Any type of dumpster or container fire 
FUELLEAK                Any type of fuel leak (Vehicle, Tank, or pump station) 
HAZMAT                Any type of Hazardous material leak, spill, or release 
HOUSE                 Any type of residential dwelling fire 
LZ                 Helicopter landing zone 
LINES                 Power lines down 
POLEFIRE                Power pole / Utility pole fire 
SEARCH                Any type of Urban search and rescue 
SMOKE                 Out door smoke investigation 
TRUCK   Any type of tractor trailer or commercial truck fire 
CARFIRE  Any type of passenger vehicle fire 
TREEDOWN  Tree down blocking the roadway 
WATERRES   Water rescue in a Natural body of water 
NGASH   Residential natural gas leak 
NGASHINJ   Residential natural gas leak with illness 
COH   Carbon monoxide alarm 
COHINJ   Carbon monoxide with illness 
GARAGEH  Residential garage fire 
ALARMH  Residential fire alarm 
FIREUNKN  Any unknown type fire 
TECHRESC  Any type of technical rescue (Terrain, High angle) 
MEDICAL                          Any type of medical assist 
PUBLIC   Any type of public assist (non-emergency) 
FIREPD  Any type of fire police incident 

 
Commercial Alarm Call Codes:  
These are similar to local alarm call codes however more specific to commercial types of 
facilities. 
 
After some discussion about adding other call codes such as; nursing home, child care 
facility, and prison, the group decided they could use the reporting district on those 
facilities to get the proper response. The Committee did decide to add one (1) new 
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commercial call code at this time; that being a code to describe gas pipeline dispatches; 
“Pipeline”.  
 
 After that discussion it was   unanimously agreed upon to begin the development of the 
“call codes” as presented, adding the “pipeline” code as requested.  
 

ALARMB Commercial fire alarm 
BUSINESS    Any commercial structure fire 
SCHOOL    Any type of fire involving an educational facility 
APTFIRE    Any type of apartment or high occupancy fire 
BARN        Any type of barn or agricultural structure fire 
NGASB        Commercial natural gas alarm 
NGASBINJ     Commercial natural gas alarm with injury 
COB     Commercial carbon monoxide alarm 
COBINJ     Commercial carbon monoxide alarm with illness 
DORB          Any commercial odor investigation 
GARAGE     Any commercial garage fire 
RAILROAD     Any type of railway incident 
AIRCRAFT    Any type of aviation crash or emergency landing 
TANKER    Tanker task force 

 PIPELINE    Any fire on a pipeline (NEW) 
 
Apparatus Typing Overview: 
Stankovich, Piccirillo and Sebring all discussed the purpose of establishing minimum 
standards and performance levels of all Monroe County fire apparatus. This was developed 
to ensure a unified operational consistency as well as a base line for performance 
expectations when engaged in automatic and/or mutual aid responses. Finally this shall 
ensure that one for one apparatus will respond to “backfill” for equipment replacements.  
 
Scope:  
This policy shall apply to all Monroe County Fire Departments/Companies, Districts, 
Organizations and entities dispatched by the Monroe County Control Center.  
 
General:  

• Apparatus designations shall be the responsibility of each respective department. 
The designation shall be based upon the units “primary function”. Any change 
request will be on a mutual date chosen between the respective department and the 
Monroe County Control Center in consideration of software programming time.  
 

• All units must adhere to and use only the official Monroe County Control Center 
apparatus designators when communicating with the Monroe County Control 
Center. A complete inventory must be maintained with the Monroe County Control 
Center to keep the CAD system updated.  
 

• It is important that responders and incident managers utilize common terminology, 
specifically apparatus typing to prevent misunderstanding a response request.  
 

• Finally, typing apparatus, all committee members shall be mindful of varying 
practices and equipment and shall not engage in providing negative criticism or 
judging Fire Departments methodologies, polices and/or procedures.  
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Equipment Typing Designations – Specifically: 
 

1. Ladder; as defined, no change. 
 

2. Engine/Pumper; as defined, change pumping capacity from 500gpm to 
1,000gpm. All agreed.  

 
3. Rescue Engine; as defined, no change. 

 
4. Supply Engine; as defined, no change. 

 
5. Mini-Pumper; NEW TYPE ADDITION, definition; pumping capacity of at 

least 500gpm. 
 

6. Tankers/Tenders; as defined, no change. 
 

7. Brush Trucks; as defined, no change. 
 

8. Traffic Unit; as defined, no change. 
 

9. Rescue Truck; as defined, no change 
 

10. Utility Unit; as defined, no change.  
 

11. QRS; as defined, no change. 
 

12. Ambulance: as defined, no change.   
 
Maryellen (MCEMA) asked if the apparatus types were developed from the Federal NIMS 
specifications. They were not however; she was asked that once the apparatus types were 
approved if she would compare the Monroe County list to the NIMS list.  
 
Hoffman asked if the group agreed to the Apparatus Typing as discussed. The unanimous 
response was yes. Hoffman noted that through time additional types, like the call codes, 
could be enhanced, through the committee.   
 
Apparatus Survey: 
There was a discussion regarding an apparatus survey that will be distributed to all 
departments to fill out and return. The survey will be used as a base for consideration by all 
departments and their pre-designated dispatch assignments. The survey will be available to 
all departments so that they can see as they develop their alarm assignments as to what 
equipment, as per the apparatus typing, they have available around them for a potential 
response.  
 
General Discussion: 

• Chief Counterman brought up a concern about the length of the dispatches since we 
will be announcing each piece of apparatus rather than just a station number. This 
should be discussed in our next internal staff committee meeting to determine how 
much time for tone and voice messages is “real”.  He also commented that Monroe 
County Fire Departments need to operate more as a countywide integrated 
response versus an individual basis, particularly with respect to planning etc. 
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• We also need to remember to include SAR, Sanofi, and the Army Depot in our 
equipment survey.  
 

• EMA was also going to do a more detailed equipment survey for Knowledge Center, 
and asked if we could incorporate our survey with theirs so we don’t send two 
separate surveys that would basically accomplish the same thing. 
 

• Bruce Henry (MCEMA) asked if all of this was going to be the procedure by which all 
departments will follow. The response was yes however, there is latitude for 
departments who elect not to participate in the pre-designation part of the project. 
In conclusion, those that choose to “opt out” need to anticipate that they will most 
likely be included in another departments alarm response assignment and should be 
prepared to respond and familiarize themselves with this project accordingly.   
 

•  After going through the power point and having some discussion the chiefs had no 
questions at this point and all agreed to keep moving forward.  At that point the 
meeting came to a close. 
 

Additional Information: 
 

• There was a discussion with respect to “automatic fire alarms”, specifically if a 
department would elect to have only one (1) piece of apparatus respond or an entire 
station. The option would be up to that primary department.  
 

• Because of the increase in radio traffic there was a concern expressed about the 
amount of excessive radio traffic specifically other subordinate officers and 
apparatus not affected by a specific dispatch assignment. This needs to be kept 
under control.  
 

• Jeff Strunk commented that because of the amount of work involved considering the 
magnitude of the project, most likely a “finished product” and implementation 
would not occur until this time next year. 
 

Adjournment/Next Meeting:  
Hoffman noted that Monday night meetings are tough for some departments because of 
their business meetings and training classes, Thursday nights would be better. It was 
decided by the group not to wait until later in the summer and to continue moving forward.  
 
Hoffman will send out to the group some dates in June for Thursday evening meetings. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Gary A. Hoffman 
Director of Communications 
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